In 2009, Claessen et al. presented a way of testing for race conditions in Erlang programs, using QuickCheck to generate parallel tests, a randomizing scheduler to provoke races, and a sequential consistency condition to detect failures of atomicity [1] . That work used a small industrial prototype as the main example, showing how two race conditions could be detected and diagnosed.
Introduction
In October, 2007, Torbjörn Törnkvist wrote the following on the "erlang questions" mailing list:
"We know there is a lurking bug somewhere in the dets code. We have got 'bad object' and 'premature eof' every other month the last year. We have not been able to track the bug down since the dets files is repaired automatically next time it is opened."
Törnkvist was referring to problems encountered at Klarna, a rapidly growing Swedish company offering invoicing services to web shops. Klarna's systems are built using Erlang, and Klarna's data is stored in Erlang's own database system mnesia [7] . Mnesia in turn uses dets as its back end for storage on disk-the "disk-based Erlang term store". Thus bugs in dets cause regular problems with the storage of Klarna's data.
It is tempting to suspect that such occasional failures may be due to race conditions in the code. Since Quviq QuickCheck had recently been extended with features for race condition testing, using the methods described in [1] , then we decided to see whether Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Erlang'11, September 23, 2011, Tokyo, Japan. Copyright c 2011 ACM 978-1-4503-0859-5/11/09. . . $10.00 they could be used to find race conditions in the dets code. The answer turned out to be "yes", and in this paper we describe how the testing was done, and the race conditions that we found.
2. An overview of dets dets allows the developer to store a collection of Erlang tuples in a file. Each tuple contains a key-by default the first element, but the element used as the key can be configured-and dets provides functions to retrieve tuples by key, delete them by key, and so on. dets tables may be either sets, in which case each key value may appear once in the table, or bags, in which case any number of tuples may contain the same key. Whether a dets table is a set or a bag is specified by an option when the table is opened.
Internally, dets organizes data as a linear hash list, which grows gracefully as more data is inserted into the table-hash buckets which become too full are split on demand. Space in the file is managed using a buddy system. The implementation is fairly complex, running to over 6,000 lines of code.
dets provides a rich API with over 40 functions, supporting table traversals of various kinds, including incremental traversals. Concurrent access and modification is supported too (although care is needed during incremental traversals). However, we restricted our tests to a small subset of critical operations, focussing on the insertion, retrieval, and deletion of tuples:
• open_file(Name, Args) -> {ok, Name} | {error, Reason}, which opens a dets file with the given name and options. The only option we specified was the table type, either set or bag.
• close(Name) -> ok | {error, Reason}, which closes the file again.
• insert(Name, Objects) -> ok | {error, Reason}, where Objects can be either a tuple or a list of tuples, which inserts the objects into the table named Name.
• insert_new(Name, Objects) -> Bool, which inserts the tuples and returns true provided none of the keys was already present in the table.
• lookup(Name, Key) -> [Object] | {error, Reason}, which retrieves the tuples with a given key.
• delete(Name, Key) -> ok | {error, Reason}, which deletes the tuples with a given key.
All these operations behave atomically. We also included a derived operation in our tests,
• get_contents(Name) -> [Object], which uses the dets traverse function to retrieve a list of all the tuples in the table.
get_contents(Name) -> dets:traverse(Name,fun(X)->{continue,X} end).
Reading the entire contents at various points in a test provides a strong check that the table state is correct.
QuickCheck state machine models
Quviq QuickCheck supports specifications of stateful software such as dets via state machine models [5] . Although these models specify sequential behaviour, they are the starting point for our race condition testing too. QuickCheck generates test cases consisting of sequences of state transitions, executes them, and checks that all the specified postconditions hold in each execution. When a postcondition fails, the failing case is "shrunk" to a minimal example by searching for smaller, but similar test cases which also fail. In this section we explain how the state machine models work, using the dets model as an example. Model states consist of two parts: a state name drawn from a finite set, and state data which is computed as a test runs. Our dets model uses two named states, an init_state in which the dets file is closed, and an opened state in which it is open. They are specified to QuickCheck via Erlang functions of the same name, mapping the state data to a list of transitions from that state: Each transition is specified as a target state and a QuickCheck generator for a function call that reaches that state, represented in a symbolic form, {call,M,F,As}, meaning a call to function F in module M with arguments As. The generated tests operate on one fixed dets table called dets_table, whose type is randomly chosen to be set or bag. The arguments to lookup and delete are randomly generated keys, while the arguments to insert and insert_new are randomly chosen to be either random objects, or lists of the same. For the purposes of our testing, we chose keys to be small natural numbers, and objects to be pairs of the same:
Choosing random keys from a relatively small domain ensures that key values will often be repeated in generated tests, so that lookups are quite likely find a value in the table, deletes are quite likely to find something to delete, and so on. Using only natural numbers in test data means that we need not concern ourselves with the subtle distinction in Erlang between "matching" and "equality" 1 . The actual changes to the contents of the table are easily specified using Erlang's rich library of list operations; we model each operation by a separate function on the contents, which is invoked from next_state_data as in the clause above.
We ignore the distinction in our model, which doesn't matter because our test data contains no reals.
The first two clauses of model_insert specify insertion into a set and a bag respectively-note that even a bag cannot contain two copies of the same tuple (another table type, duplicate_bag, is actually provided to support this). The last two clauses specify the effect of passing a list of objects as opposed to a single one-in particular, they specify that objects are inserted from left to right, so that if the list contains two tuples with the same key, then the second tuple takes precedence over the first. Finally, we specify a postcondition for each operation, which checks that the actual result is consistent with the model state: The postcondition for insert_new checks that the result is true or false, depending on whether or not any keys were already present in the table. The postconditions for lookup and get_contents check that the right tuples are turned, sorting each list before comparison because the tuple order is not significant. Postconditions for the other operations (not shown above) just check that the result is ok. Given these definitions, QuickCheck can generate and run any number of random dets tests. We have run tens of thousands of them, which indicates both that this part of dets behaves correctly, and-more importantly-that our state machine model correctly describes its sequential behaviour.
In total, the state machine model is under 100 lines of Erlang code, of which most of the interesting parts have been presented in this section. It is pleasing that although dets is a complex piece of software, key parts of its API can be specified so simply.
Race condition testing
We explain our approach to race condition testing in the context of a simple example. Suppose we wished to model a ticket dispenser in Erlang-the kind used to dispense numbered tickets to customers at a delicatessen counter, for example. We could model taking a ticket via a function take_ticket() -> Int which returns the next ticket number. When the roll of tickets runs out, a member of staff needs to replace it:
We could then write unit tests for our model, such as the following:
and so on. This code follows the usual structure of unit tests: we call the functions under test in a known sequence (and, usually, with known arguments), and compare their results to expected values. Of course, it is easy to model the dispenser with a QuickCheck state machine: we model the state by an integer, take_ticket() increments it and returns it, while reset() sets it to zero. But such sequential tests-whether the unit test above, or QuickCheck's generated tests-are not very interesting. The very raison d'être of the ticket dispenser is to regulate the flow of many concurrent customers, who all want to shop at the delicatessen counter at the same time. Thus we would much rather write concurrent tests of the dispenser, such as
By analogy with the first unit test above, we ought to replace A, B and C by their expected values. The problem, of course, is that the test execution is non-deterministic, and so the expected values may vary! In this case, [A,B,C] could correctly take on any of the three values [1, 2, 3] , [1, 3, 2] or [2,3,1], depending on whether ticket C is taken before A, between A and B, or after B. Any of these outcomes is correct-but a result such as [1,2,1], in which two customers receive the same ticket, would not be; assuming that the sequential behaviour is correct, then this would indicate the presence of a race condition.
In this case, perhaps one might gather the return values and compare them to each of the possible correct outcomes-but this is still a very small test. When we write more complex tests, such as this one perhaps:
then the number of possible correct outcomes grows exponentiallyin this case, there are 42. It is not possible in practice to calculate and enumerate all of the possible outcomes, and then compare the actual results with each one. Because of this, the "expected results" style of unit testing cannot be applied to this kind of testing.
However, although the possible correct results are too hard to enumerate, they are not hard to characterize-which plays into the hands of property-based testing. Assuming that take_ticket() and reset() are intended to be atomic, then a successful test should behave like some interleaving of the operations in the concurrent processes-the execution should be sequentially consistent in Lamport's sense [6] . For example, the outcome A=1, B=2, C=2, D=1 is correct, because it can be explained by the interleaving ok= reset(), A = take_ticket(), C = take_ticket(), ok= reset(), D = take_ticket(), B = take_ticket().
On the other hand, A=1, B=1, C=2, D=1 corresponds to no interleaving, and so would indicate a race.
So we could, in principle, adjudge a concurrent test by constructing all interleavings of atomic operations in the concurrent processes to generate a large number of sequential tests, running each of these, and then comparing the results to see whether any of them matched the actual results from the concurrent test. However, this could be very expensive to do.
QuickCheck's race condition testing instead uses the state machine model to decide whether a concurrent test has passed. Rather than actually run each possible interleaving, we just construct its model states and test whether the postconditions would be satisfied by the actual results of the concurrent test [1] . (Note that we only need to run the model sequentially-we compute the model states for each interleaved sequence of operations, so we never need to model concurrent state transitions). Since the model usually runs much faster than the actual system under test, then this saves a great deal of time. (It is also usually unnecessary to explore all interleavings). This is a slightly more liberal condition than true sequential consistency: we actually allow race conditions that change the results returned, provided those results still satisfy the postconditions in the specification.
QuickCheck generates concurrent tests consisting of a random sequence of transitions, the "prefix", executed sequentially to put the system into a random state, followed by a number of concurrently executed random transition sequences. When a test fails, then it is "shrunk" to a minimal example as usual. If we (wrongly) define take_ticket() to read and write a global variable nonatomically, then QuickCheck quickly finds a counterexample and shrinks it to the following test:
Parallel: 1. take ticket() → 1 2. take ticket() → 1 (where the actual results are given after →), because of the usual race between reads and writes. The state machine specification determines that no interleaving can produce these results, and the race condition is detected.
Because the same specification is used to adjudge both sequential and parallel tests, it is very easy to perform race condition testing with QuickCheck. The actual property used to test a QuickCheck state machine takes the form where commands and run_commands are functions provided by QuickCheck to generate and run test cases using the state machine model defined in ?MODULE. All that is necessary to run parallel tests instead is to replace commands by parallel_commands, and run_commands by run_parallel_commands.
There is one important caveat: minimal counterexamples are only found if the race condition is actually provoked each time a test that potentially can provoke it is run. It is in the nature of race conditions that this is not the case. Since QuickCheck shrinks counterexamples by running successively smaller tests, searching for examples that also fail, then failure to provoke a race can cause shrinking to stop too early. QuickCheck wrongly takes a large test case to be the minimal example, because all of the candidate smaller tests that it could be shrunk to just happen to pass when QuickCheck runs them. To make shrinking work well, we must ensure that race conditions are actually provoked whenever they are potentially present.
There is a great deal of contemporary research on provoking race conditions, from exploring all possible schedules [8] to running variations on a random schedule that are likely to provoke races [9] . One of us previously applied random scheduling to Erlang programs [1] . However, at least on a multi-core processor, in many cases it is enough simply to repeat each test a large number of times-if a race is present, it will eventually cause a failure. In the ticket dispenser example, repeating each test 10 times during shrinking enables QuickCheck to find the minimal example virtually all the time on a Core 2 Duo machine. This only requires adding ?ALWAYS(10,...) to the property above, so it is not a significant obstacle. Provoking races by repeating tests is an obvious idea-the only surprise is that it works so well in this context. We surmise that race conditions are easier to provoke in Erlang programs than in Java or C programs, for example, because the races are between larger grain operations such as message delivery or ets table operations, rather than between individual memory accesses.
Race conditions found in dets
Given the state machine model of dets in section 3, which has been validated against the implementation in a large number of tests, and given the race condition testing framework described above, it was a simple matter to test for race conditions in dets. Surprisingly, a race condition was detected almost immediately. In the test
Prefix:
open file(dets indicating that this was probably a bug! These problems are both related to dets' internal parallelization. Requests to the dets server are queued in a single queue, but dets dispatches several requests in parallel if it is safe to do so. insert_new was initially one of these; the bugs were later fixed by reclassifying it as unsafe to perform in parallel with other requests.
Since both problems appeared to be related to insert_new, we temporarily disabled it in our tests (by setting its precondition to false). Instead, we enabled opening the file while it is already open. This is explicitly permitted by the documentation, and we were interested in testing an open_file in parallel with other operations. Sure enough, a bug soon appeared:
open file(dets We disabled open_file in the opened state again, and ran more tests. At this point a large number of tests passed. However, since the notorious dets bug was known to involve corruption of the file, then we added an additional condition to our property to check the integrity of the file after the parallel branches had finished (using match_object to traverse the entire Note that all the results returned in this case are consistent with an interleaving in which process 1 runs first, so the sequential consistency check does not fail. The reason that the test failed is that the newly added integrity check encountered a premature_eof error.
We emphasize that the example above is a minimal failing test: it really is necessary to open, close, and reopen the file at the start, and to run three processes in parallel, to provoke this particular race. After diagnosing the bug, we found that it was provoked by one process looking up a key, and another inserting an object. If the lookup and insert request both reside in the message queue, the lookup before the insert, and the table has not been modified since it was last synced to the disk, then the inserted object is sometimes truncated at a later stage. The third process in the test above is needed to ensure that the other two operations are placed in the queue.
Finally, after enabling open_file again and another few thousand tests, then the fifth and final race condition appeared:
open file(dets Once again, all the results returned are consistent with the specificationbut the final integrity check encountered a bad_object error. In this case, the bug was caused by losing an update to the dets server state: the state, which includes the buddy system and object counters, was correctly updated, but at a later stage a tail-call threw away the updated state and kept an out-of-date one instead. Ironically, this is perhaps a bug that is more likely in a functional language like Erlang, than in an imperative one: the immutability of Erlang data-structures means that we can easily keep both an old and a new version of the state, which introduces the risk of using the wrong one later! Recalling Törnkvist's remark, "We know there is a lurking bug somewhere in the dets code. We have got 'bad object' and 'premature eof' every other month the last year."
it seems that these last two race conditions could indeed account for the problems Klarna has been experiencing. At the time of writing, Klarna have been running the corrected code for a couple of months without problems, while the uncorrected code had begun to fail every week. Thus it seems likely that these problems are now fixed.
Discussion
As we explained in section 4, we ensure that tests fail when races are present simply by repeating each test a large number of times, and by running on a dual core machine. We obtained the minimal failing cases in the previous section by repeating each test 100 times during shrinking: thus we stopped shrinking a test case only when all of its candidate shrinkings passed 100 tests in a row. How well did this strategy work? We estimated how often each of the race condition occurs by running each minimal counterexample 10,000 times, and counting how many times the test failed. This enabled us to estimate the probability of a failure in one test, and the probability of provoking the race at least once in a sequence of 100 tests. (If the probability of one test failing is p, then the probability of at least one failure in a sequence of 100 tests is 1 − (1 − p) 100 , which is of course not the same as 100 × p). As we can see, we have tracked down failures that occur rather rarely. Indeed, with hindsight, perhaps running each test several hundred times might have enabled us to find the minimal counterexamples more easily-shrinking did not always result in a minimal example during our testing, but it did so often enough for us to find the minimal cases above.
Although we repeated each test many times during shrinking, we did not do so when searching for an initial failing test. Was this a good strategy? To find out, we measured the percentage of generated tests that potentially could provoke a race. We generated 1,000 tests and ran each one 200 times, giving a fair probability of detecting a race if it is potentially present. We found that only 1.5% of generated tests failed. Thus repeating the 98.5% of tests that cannot provoke a race 100 times each would be a colossal waste of time.
In previous work, one of us used a randomizing scheduler for Erlang, PULSE [1] . Randomizing the schedule would no doubt have provoked the race conditions in dets more frequently, making them easier to find-so why didn't we do so? The answer is that PULSE works by instrumenting the Erlang code under test, so that each process asks PULSE for permission to run before doing so. PULSE assumes that the entire program under test has been instrumented-if instrumented code exchanges messages with uninstrumented code, then deadlock ensues, because the uninstrumented code does not send PULSE the messages it is expecting. But dets is a part of the environment that comes with the Erlang VM, and communicates with processes created at VM start-up. Thus we cannot instrument dets with PULSE, unless we instrument all the code in the VM. This is impractical. One lesson from this experiment is thus that tools like PULSE need to support running instrumented and uninstrumented code together-even if there are difficulties to overcome in doing so.
However, the other idea from this previous work-using sequential consistency as a test oracle-worked very well. We did indeed find that our sequential state machine specification was easily adapted to perform race condition testing. We wrote a new property which invoked parallel_commands, and was otherwise almost a clone of the property for sequential testing. We added three lines of code to the parallel testing property:
• to choose a number of test repetitions to be 1 during initial testing, and 100 during shrinking,
• to actually repeat each test that number of times,
• to time out tests after 1500ms, since some tests began to deadlock as a result of race conditions. This was indeed a small extension to the sequential model. Reusing the state machine specification also meant that we began our parallel testing with a validated state machine model; we did not need to debug our model itself by parallel testing. This was very fortunate: given the race conditions we found, it would have been very hard to distinguish faults in the model from faults in the system under test. Of course, there is a fundamental limitation to the approach: we are testing that each operation behaves atomically, and if some operations are not intended to behave atomically, then the approach is not applicable. However, it worked well in this case, since we only tested atomic operations in the dets API. This experiment is a much more convincing demonstration of the utility of this approach than the experiment reported in [1] . That experiment used Wiger's prototype generalized process registry as its case study. This was indeed a real industrial example, but a small one: less than 250 lines of code in total. Moreover, it was a prototype, never deployed in production. In contrast, dets is mature software: it is a core component of the Erlang OTP software, over 6,000 lines of code in total, and has been heavily used in production systems for at least 10 years. That our approach can reveal numerous race conditions in such battle-tested code is a testament to its effectiveness.
That raises the question: how come so many race conditions were still present in the code? The failing cases that we found were all relatively small and simple-so how come they had not been found previously? We speculate that this is at least partly because of the inherent difficulty of writing unit tests for race conditions, which we explained in section 4. If such tests are hard to write, then developers will not write them-and if code has not been tested for race conditions, then why should it work? We can also observe that at least the fourth and fifth cases we presented are small, but not so small that they are obvious unit tests to write. Since race conditions involve interactions between concurrent calls, and the number of possible interactions grows at least quadratically in the size of the API, then writing a complete set of unit tests would be quite labour intensive. Curiously, several of these bugs were introduced when dets was optimized to take advantage of multicore processors by dispatching multiple operations concurrently.
Finally, we note that although at least six man-weeks have been spent hunting the bugs at Klarna without success, when our small failing cases were discovered then it was always possible to fix the bug within a day. This demonstrates once again the value of automatic simplification of failing tests.
Related Work
It would be natural to look for race conditions of these kinds using McErlang, the model-checker for Erlang [2, 4] . Thanks to a recent integration with QuickCheck, it is now quite easy to combine QuickCheck's sequential consistency checking with McErlang's exhaustive model-checking. Unfortunately, McErlang suffers from the same "whole program" syndrome as PULSE, so it cannot be applied directly to dets. With the approach used in this paper, we simply execute dets as usual; this makes the approach applicable to any Erlang code that the VM can execute.
There is an extensive literature on detecting race conditions: here we focus on atomicity checking. Flanagan and Freund developed an atomicity checker for Java [3] . Atomizer instruments Java code to detect possible atomicity violations during execution, and incorporates a variety of techniques to reduce the number of false positives. Flanagan and Freund applied Atomizer to 12 mature Java programs, ranging from 500 to 90,000 lines. They found seven real errors in total, of 97 warnings that Atomizer generated; thus over 90% of warnings were false positives. With our approach, every failed test represents a real failure of atomicity; there are no false positives. On the other hand, Atomizer pinpoints a place in the code where atomicity may be violated; we can offer no help in this regard. Encouragingly, Flanagan and Freund report that Our results suggest that a large majority of the exported methods in our benchmarks are atomic, which validates our hypothesis that atomicity is a widely-used programming methodology.
This suggests that the major limitation of our approach, that it applies only to atomic operations, is not so severe. They also remark:
Traditional testing techniques are inadequate to verify atomicity. While testing may discover a particular interleaving on which an atomicity violation results in erroneous behavior, the exponentially-large number of possible interleavings makes obtaining adequate test coverage essentially impossible.
Yet we have obtained good results in practice despite this, through test-case generation and test repetition.
Conclusion
We conclude that the experiment was a success, and demonstrates that testing using a state machine model and sequential consistency as a correctness condition is an effective way to find race conditions in industrial Erlang code.
